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given temple artist joseph gibby by president mckay that the
savior had chestnut hair hazel eyes and fair complexion
evokes and strengthens faith and suggests that the lord indeed had
an investment in its completion

ortonsartons book may not become a best seller because of its
comparatively narrow historical focus but to anyone interested in
the development of the church in california or even the western
united states it fills an important need certainly it would find a
happy and enthusiastic readership in southern california but I1
would hope artonsortons study motivates as much as it instructs
inspiring others in branches wards and stakes throughout the
world to go and do likewise every branch and stake from
sanpete county to santiago chile has its own version of stellar
saints such as joseph E robinson and eliza woollacott or john K
carmack and ella farnsworth for many reasons not the least of
which is determining how and where we link up in a great chain of
family and gospel continuity we need to leamlearn about them

LARRY E MORRIS the edge of the reservoir salt lake city
signature books 1988 233 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed by randall L hall manager of seminary curriculum LDS church
educational system

larry morriss novel the edge of the reservoir ambitiously
weaves together such weighty topics as life death religion love
marriage and friendship without being heavyhandedheavy handed the novel
reads well the language is simple lucid and flowing carrying the
reader along deftly shifting between the difficulties of the present
and the bittersweet recollection of the past and there are some
moments of genuine humor

the books focal point is ryan masterson who in his late
thirties is already drifting in the doldrums of midlifemid life crisis
frustrated with his job his marriage and unfulfilled dreams ryan
retreats to junk food late night TV self absorption and reminis-
cence ryans transformation from a young artistically sensitive
outdoor loving hardworking distance runner to a frustrated father
of two somewhat perplexed dreamer of dreams late night snacker
whose boss and wife are chief sources of his misery is nicely done
carefully selected well drawn scenes in the past and present along
with realistic dialogue give a very believable sense of the pain and
frustration in someone we may casually notice on the bus or in
the mall wrapped in the cloak of everydaynesseverydaynessbaynessdayness about whose inner
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life we can only guess morris manages to walk the line describing
midlifemid life crisis without falling off into cliche much of this can be
attributed to the accessible everyday reality that makes the book
live however in some instances the everyday detail may eventu-
ally surface as a weakness mention of episodes of MASH
particular items in 7 eleven stores and specific utah jazz basket-
ball games and players several of whom are no longer with the
team already date the book and may soon become a distraction

of particular interest and insight are the varied family and
friendship relationships portrayed in the novel these relation-
ships treated with immediacy and poignancy form stretch
tighten and teeter with believable balance one of the pivotal
relationships involves rosemary richards a good looking
athletic mormonmonnon girl with a weakness for gene pitney a crooner
of sad love songs from the 1950s and early 1960s ryans frequent
reminiscence of his courting days takes us through the bewilder-
ment delight and frustration of a non mormonmormon romance
with the unresolved emotions implications and questions strung
along his memories of almost twenty years

the look at the mormon church through ryans nonmember
eyes is fair and often insightful giving both mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons some things to consider in reaching a mutual under-
standing but while religion or at least the difficulty of interfaith
dating or marriage relationships forms a significant part of the
book any real concern with god and his reality or his relationship
to individuals is relegated to the readers imagination

there are some fine moments of complexity and humanity in
ryans relationship with his uncle neal and aunt norma who
especially after the death of ryans mother become his surrogate
parents ryans close identification and bond with his uncle is
given an added dimension in that like ryan uncle neal had
courted a mormon girl in his case it led to marriage uncle neals
death and funeral serve as the backdrop to scenes of compassion
emotional richness and depth

perhaps fittingly it is uncle neal who accurately puts his
finger on ryans problem a problem that drains promise and
energy from the last third of the novel shortly after the death of
ryans mother his uncle tells him to stop blaming other people for
your problems youre feeling sorry for yourself 163 he tells
ryan unfortunately ryan never seems to grow beyond those
feelings and they tend to paralyze him for the most part ryan
doesnt act but is acted upon hoping some current will carry him
to happiness and success this leaves the last third of the book
less satisfying than the first two thirds the chroniclingchronicling of ryans
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frustration is done so convincingly that we anticipate a stronger
resolution than the unconvincing drift to ryans halfhearted reali-
zation of how important it is to have someone love you there
seems to be little significant grappling with values with under-
standing with resolve

one telling episode in which ryan upset over having broken
up with his mormonmonnon girlfriend rose goes to rexburgredburgRexburg idaho to see
her and then decides not to is illustrative of his paralysis he
wandered into the store sat down at the fountain and ordered a
large coke hoping something would happen that someone
would sit next to him and announce a change in the rules he and
rose could get married without him joining the church and without
her compromising her belief 164

it is generally what ryan doesnt do that shapes the direction
of his life when a lonely businesswoman suggests he come to her
hotel room he freezes and his silence is taken by the woman to be
a tacit refusal of her invitation she walked into the mall without
looking back and was gone all it would have taken was a simple
yes she had mistaken his paralysis for virtue he hadnt been able
to say yes at the crucial moment and now the opportunity had
vanished 150 his virtue will remain intact as long as doing
nothing will preserve it but if a woman made a stronger move
ryan admits to himself in another instance he knew what would
happen if a woman like that fell into his arms 126

ryans lack of responsibility may stem from what he
perceives as a lack of meaning or purpose in life his philosophy
seems best summed up in his own words you lived out a life full
of events that had nothing to do with each other and none of it had
anything to do with fairness but you played along and pretended
things were just how they were supposed to be 183 this same
sense of bewilderment and drift is echoed in the final scene where
after almost twenty years ryan visits with mrs richards the
mother of his mormon girlfriend after staring for a while at the
picture ofrose with her husband and family and sorting through his
own life past and present ryan admits to himself that he couldnt
understand anything 232 and were afraid hes right

As they say goodbye roses mother tells him and im glad
things are going well for you I1 always knew youd be successful
232 true there have been some successes here and there but her

statement is much more ironic than truthful the echo of you
played along and pretended things were just how they were
supposed to be rings rather forlornly ryan will continue to play
along sometimes things will be as they were supposed to be often
they will not


